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The Corot satellite observed the young stellar cluster NGC 2264 during 23 days in
March 2008. This was the first time a group of young accreting stars, classical T Tauri
stars (CTTS), were followed ininterruptedly with high photometric accuracy for such
a long run. Before the Corot observations, AA Tau (Bouvier et al. 2003, A&A, 409,
169 and Bouvier et al. 2007, A&A, 463, 1017) was one of the few CTTS systems that
had been analysed synoptically over several consecutive rotational periods. Its analysis
suggested a highly dynamical star-disk interaction mediated by the stellar magnetic field,
as predicted by magneto-hydrodynamical simulations of young accreting systems.

NGC 2264 is a well studied young stellar cluster and we were therefore able to obtain
a good estimate of cluster membership among the observed stars. We could also separate
accreting from non-accreting systems, using indicators such as Hα equivalent width, Hα
width at 10% intensity and U − V excess. A total of 97 CTTS that belong to the cluster
were observed by Corot. Among those, 26 were classified as possible AA Tau-like systems,
which we defined as systems that present periodical light curve variability with an almost
constant maximum interrupted by minima that can vary both in depth and width from
one rotational cycle to the other. This type of light curve is believed to be due mostly to
obscuration by material from the inner disk region. The data analysis shows that the AA
Tau-type of light curve appears to be quite common among CTTS, which opens a good
perspective to study the interaction between the stellar magnetic field and the inner disk
region.

Corot and Spitzer IRAC data of 56 CTTSs were compared and it was shown that both
datasets give coherent information about the evolution of the inner circumstellar disk. We
used the αIRAC index, the inclination of the spectral energy distribution between 3.6 μm
and 8 μm, to classify the inner disk region. CTTS that present αIRAC < −2.56, naked
photosphere systems, also presented spot-like light curves with no hint of obscuration
by circumstellar material. As the αIRAC index increases, corresponding to systems with
anemic and thick disks, the percentage of spot-like light curves decreases rapidly and most
of the Corot light curves present clear signs of obscuration by circumstellar material.
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